
GVEA Board of Directors 
Meeting Agenda – January 25, 2021 

 The Monday, January 25, 2021, GVEA Board Meeting will only be open to 
 the public via Microsoft Teams Conference.   Instructions to participate are posted on GVEA’s website:  

Click here to join the meeting 
(833) 851-7240 (Toll-free) 
Conference ID: 317 103 63#

NOTE: Items formatted in bold and underline will be taken up exactly at that time, whether or not they interrupt pending 
business. Other times are approximate. 

MISSION  
Recognizing GVEA’s importance to the economic, environmental and social viability of our 
communities, the Cooperative’s mission is to safely provide its member-owners with reliable electric 
service, quality customer service and innovative energy solutions at fair and reasonable prices. 

Time Item Subject Page Info Action
4 p.m. 1. Call to Order X

2. Executive Session
NOTE: Actions resulting from the executive session will be taken up when regular session resumes.

 COVID Update (Dillard)………………………………………………
 Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) and Corrective Measures

Assessment Report (CMAR) – Healy (Knight)…………………….
 Renewable Request For Proposals (Minnema)…………………...
 Future Strategic Planning…...……………………………………….
 December 2020 Power Supply Report/Eva Creek Update………
 Attorney Reports………………………………………………………

3-4 

5-17 
18-22 
23 
24-30 
31-38 

 X 

 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 
 X 

X 

6:30 
pm. 

3. Safety Moment (John Sloan) X

4. Education/Member Comments/MAC Report
4.1   Presentation: On-Bill Financing (Alyssa Norris)…………………..  
4.2   Presentation:  Key Ratio Trend Analysis (Matilla)……………….. 
4.3   Member Comments  
4.4   MAC Report (Harmony Tomaszewski) 

39-56 
57-74  

 X 
 X 

5. Approval of the Agenda and Adoption of the Consent Agenda…………… 1-2 X 

6. Consent Agenda
6.1 Approve Resolution No.100-21: Authorizing GVEA Staff  

 Members to Submit and Certify to the Rural Utility Services All 
 Data Required by the RD Apply Intake System…………………... 

6.2 Approve Resolution No. 101-21: Amending Resolution No. 111-  
 19 Authorizing GVEA’s President & CEO to Sell GVEA’s First 
 Avenue Warehouse Property and Issue Lien Release…………... 

6.3 Review the Safety Officer’s December 2020 Report……………... 
6.4 Approval the December 14, 2020 Regular Board Meeting 

 Minutes………………………………………………………………… 

75-76 

77-80 
81-87 

88-94  

X 
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7. New Business
7.1  Review Safety 2020 Year in Review (Ojala)……………………….
7.2  Review the 2020 Annual Right of Way Maintenance Report…….

95-111 

112-120 

 X 

8. Review of Ongoing Required Reports: (bold if report will be reviewed)
 Alaska Power Association Report
 ARECA Education Foundation Report
 ARECA Insurance Exchange Report
 ARCTEC Report (DeLong)
 Calendar/Planning Wheel/Strategic Directives…………………….
 Good¢ents Report
 MAC Report (Benson)
 NWPPA Report
 NRECA Director Advisory Group
 Annual Meeting Committee Report (Bunch)
 Scholarship Committee Report

121-125 

 X 

9. Management Reports
 CEO Handouts/SNAP Summary Report.…………………………..
 Financial Reports/Form 7…………………………………………….
 Progress Reports……………………………….…………………….

126-129 

130-139 

140-171  

X 

10. Good of the Order/Director Comments………………………………………
 Agenda Items for Future Meetings

X 

11. Adjournment X
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On-Bill Financing Task Force Report 
Financing and Technology Recommendations

Golden Valley Electric Association Member Advisory Committee
January 25th, 2021 GVEA Board Meeting 
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MAC Task Force
- History:

- House Bill 374
- GVEA Board Allocated $200,000.00 for pilot program 
- Definition of “On-Bill-Financing”

- Task Force Creation:
- Tasked by Board Chair Tom DeLong during September MAC Meeting 
- Met virtually and researched, discussed, and developed recommendations 
- Composed of 5 MAC Members 

- Ben Loeffler (D4)
- Korene Long (D3)
- Mathew Mund (D1)
- Russell Johnston (D5)
- Alison Carter (D3)
- Alyssa Norris (D3)
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Meetings and Discussion
- Met 7 times via Microsoft Teams 

- Teams to discuss and research different topics 

- Goals of the Task Force:
- Provide input on pilot program to GVEA Board
- Goals and objectives of program
- Financial recommendations
- Technology recommendations 
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Financing Recommendations: Tariffed vs. Loan 
Tariff Option:

- Obligation attached to meter, not individual

- Creditworthiness often limited to member’s electric bill history
- Increased ability to participate in program
- Less administrative cost
- Payment is more likely as nonpayment results in service disconnection
- Ability for low income members to participate

Loan Option:

- Tariffs through RCA can be expensive
- Obligation attached to individual rather than meter
- More flexibility in projects 
- Higher credit rating often required 
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Technology Recommendations
Selected Technologies for Pilot Program:

- LED Lighting Conversion
- Building Automation Systems or 

“Smart Homes”
- Smart Head Bolt Outlets 
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Size of Projects
- Commercial vs. Residential project size 
- Small Business: $50,000.00/project
- Residential: $15,000.00/project 
- ~ 50% of funding per each group 
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Considerations
1. Expanding the program
2. Define consequences of nonpayment
3. Homing in on program goals
4. Merged financial models
5. “Beneficial Electrification”
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Next Steps
- Marketing plan
- Survey after projects complete
- Designated project lead
- Financial analyst consulting
- Energy audit program
- Metrics to determine success
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Questions? 
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Introduction 

On September 28, 2020 GVEA’s Member Advisory Committee (MAC) was tasked by the GVEA board 
to make recommendations for an On-Bill Financing (OBF) pilot program.  A memorandum from 
GVEA Chairman of the Board, Tom DeLong, to the MAC is included in Appendix A.  The MAC 
created an On-Bill Financing (OBF) Task Force to discuss the issues identified in the memorandum 
and provide input. 

On-Bill Financing by Alaska utility companies was authorized by the legislature in 2018 through 
passage of House Bill 374 included at Appendix B.  To the Task Force’s knowledge, as of the date 
of this report, no other Alaska utility has implemented an OBF program.  Because there is no history 
or experience within Alaska, the Task Force used resources from other states as guidance.   

The GVEA Board allocated $200,000.00 to this pilot program from permanent equity.  The board 
requested two deliverables from the Task Force by December, and this report is to be presented to 
the board during the January 25th board meeting.  The report covers 1. Technology 
recommendations and 2. Financing recommendations for the program.  This document outlines the 
Task Force recommendations for the On-Bill Financing Pilot Program by establishing technology 
and financing structure recommendations for the program.  Several questions and considerations 
arose from this Task Force and in developing this report that should be brought to the attention of 
the board.  Those topics are outlined in this document as well.  
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The Task Force 

The Task Force members include Ben Loeffler (D4), Korene Long (D3), Alyssa Norris (D3), Mathew 
Mund (D1), Russell Johnston (D5), and Alison Carter (D3). 

The Task Force met 7 times over the course of 6 weeks to discuss the goals and objectives of the 
program and provide meaningful suggestions.  It was determined that there should be two phases 
for the program, as more information will be needed prior to providing additional input.  Phase 1 
recommendations should be used to shape the pilot program while phase 2 recommendations 
should be addressed after projects from the pilot program are complete and additional feedback 
and information is provided.  

This report addresses financing and technology.  Other deliverables outlined in Appendix A will be 
addressed in later reports as per the request of the GVEA Board and as more information is gathered 
and analyzed during the pilot program. 
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Financing Recommendations 

The Task Force spent time researching how other OBF programs financed their projects and 
spent time discussing pros and cons of a Tariffed vs. Loan model specifically for GVEA 
members.  After doing independent research, discussion as a group, and hearing from 
members, the Task Force determined that a Tariffed model was the best option.  The 
sections below outline some of the benefits of each model, and why the Tariffed model was 
selected for the pilot program.  

 

Phase 1: Pilot Program Recommendation - Tariffed 

After careful consideration of the benefits and drawbacks of a financing structure that attaches to 
the meter versus a structure that makes a loan to the individual member, the Task Force 
recommends a meter-attached tariff program for the Phase 1 pilot program. 

Under the meter-attached financing model, a tariff must be approved by the Regulatory 
Commission of Alaska (RCA).  In its most simple terms, the obligation to repay the utility for the cost 
of the energy savings project attaches to the electric meter and not the individual member.  
Accordingly, if the member moves from the improved residential or business address, the balance 
of the project repayment obligation passes to the next member to take up electric service on that 
meter.  This tariff is referred to as an “energy conservation charge” in the statutes created by HB 
374. 

Under the loan financing model, the repayment obligation follows the member if they sell the 
property before the obligation is repaid in full even if the energy efficiency improvements stay with 
the property. 

The Task Force considered the following benefits and drawbacks of the two options.  
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Benefits of Tariffed Program Over Loan Program 

1. The member is not burdened with additional debt that could negatively affect their credit 
rating because the obligation is attached to the meter, not the individual. 

2. Payback is much more likely, because nonpayment will result in service disconnection.  
*Some loan programs do allow for service disconnect for nonpayment. 

3. Determining member creditworthiness may be limited to a review of the member’s electric 
bill payment history rather than a more costly in-depth credit analysis.   

4. The low bar for creditworthiness will likely increase the number of members participating 
which lowers the per project cost of administering the program. 

5. Cost recovery of the program and individual projects is consistent with existing utility billing 
protocols reducing the overall cost of administration. 

6. The repayment obligation remains where the energy saving benefit is realized. 

7. Low income members are included in accordance with the 7th Cooperative Principle - 
Concern for Community.   The Task Force believes that the entire community is uplifted 
when those most in need of lower energy costs have the financial ability to make energy 
saving improvements through innovative programs like OBF. 

Benefits of Loan Program over Tariffed Program 

1. Applying for and maintaining a new tariff through the RCA can be costly.  The actual cost 
should be estimated and recovered through the interest rate applied to OBF projects. 

2. Projects are not limited to those that stay with the building if a tenant moves or the property 
is sold, because the obligation goes with the member rather than staying with the meter 
connected to that property. 
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3. Bill neutrality is a goal of OBF programs by reducing electric costs equal to or greater than 
the cost of the financing.  In a loan program, bill neutrality is less of a concern, which opens 
potential projects up to energy efficiency projects not connected to electric usage. 

4. A.S. 42.05.754. Rental property. A utility may recover the costs under an on-bill financing 

agreement for a rental property by assessing a meter conservation charge on a utility bill only 

if the landlord is responsible for the entire utility bill, including the meter conservation charge. 

Unfortunately, this landlord-only statutory requirement for an OBF tariff program (meter 
conservation charge) eliminates a large percentage of GVEA members from OBF program 
eligibility.  Namely, renters who pay their own electric bill.  When a landlord has installed 
separate electric meters for each tenant and makes the tenant responsible to GVEA by 
requiring them to open their own utility account, the landlord has little incentive to make 
energy-saving improvements to its building.  The financial burden of the building’s 
inefficiency falls upon the residential or commercial renter, while the power to improve 
efficiency is held solely by the landlord or property owner. A loan program would allow 
members who rent to participate in the program. 

The decision to invest in the cost of applying with the RCA for a new OBF tariff, sets GVEA up for 
use of the tariff method of financing in Phase 2 and well beyond the pilot program.  There will, 
however, remain the option to add a loan option in addition to the tariff option for a hybrid 
financing model after the pilot program is completed.  
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Technology Recommendations  

Alaska Statute §42.05.750 et.seq. (aka HB 374) limits the eligible projects to the “purchase and 
installation of a renewable energy system, energy efficiency device, energy storage device, or energy 
conservation system.”  It also requires the utility to offer the customer/member a repair and 
maintenance agreement meeting certain specifications. 

 

Phase 1: Pilot Program Recommendations 

The OBF Task Force reviewed a range of energy efficiency projects from documentation of other 
OBF programs and from member suggestions.  Under the proposed tariff model, projects that have 
short economic payback timelines should be prioritized.  The Task Force also suggests focusing on 
energy efficiency measures that are not already addressed by other programs such as the Borough 
woodstove changeout program, IGU gas conversion program, and AHFC weatherization programs. 

 

Recommended Technologies to Fund 

The three project types that the Task Force found to be most compelling for GVEA’s pilot OBF 
program are detailed below: 

1) LED lighting conversion - Conversion of T8 or T12 fluorescent lighting to LED tubes reduces 
electricity consumption by approximately 65% and retrofit projects in existing luminaires 
may have payback periods of less than two years, with lamp lifetimes in excess of eight years.  
This type of project is best suited to small commercial area lighting.  Residential lighting 
changeovers are unlikely to be of substantial cost to justify implementation through OBF. 

2) Building automation and “Smart Home” - A modern centralized automation system can be 
used to manage the energy efficiency of buildings or homes, ensure the correct use of 
systems, to control environmental parameters.  Lights, electronics, shades, and HVAC system 
automation can help save money by only running when needed.  The Nest home automation 
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manufacturer released a study estimated a 10%–12% increase in heating efficiency, and a 
15% increase in cooling efficiency for the average owner of a smart thermostat.  These types 
of building automation projects can be utilized in a commercial or residential setting.  

3) Smart Head Bolt Outlet (HBO) - Smart HBOs reduce energy usage in two ways.  First, they 
delay the start of engine heating to account for the engine already being hot when it is first 
plugged in.  Second, they cycle on and off at a rate proportional to the air temperature.  
100% heating is only needed at -15 F and below.  At 10F, only 50% of the heating is required. 
On an annual basis, smart HBO may reduce energy usage by over 50%. 

 

Commercial vs Residential, size of project limitations 

The Task Force believes that it is important for the Phase 1: Pilot Program to implement a variety of 
project types at a variety of scales to better learn about where OBF works well and where it will not.  
For the limited funds, it is recommended to focus on projects for members with Residential or GS-
1 meters.  It is recommended that roughly half of the available funding be made available initially 
for each meter type with residential projects capped at $15,000 per project, and commercial 

projects capped at $50,000.00 each.  Under the tariff program, the GVEA financed portion of the 
project should have an on-bill simple payback of a set number of years. The recommended payback 
period should be determined with the financial analysis assistance specifically pertaining to the costs 
of the recommended technologies.  This requirement imposes a natural limit on project cost by 
requiring that the savings cover the costs. 
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Considerations  

When taking on a project such as On-Bill Financing there are many things to consider and questions 
that will arise as the program is in its discussion and implementation phases.  The Task Force was 
faced with many questions and wanted to highlight some of the topics that the board should 
consider when looking at this program and moving into the next phases after the pilot program.   

1. Expanding the program: Opening the program for large commercial properties would reach 
more customers and increase energy efficiency for some of the largest energy consumers in the 
area.  It should be noted that most large commercial properties do have access to additional funding 
options for these upgrades that residential and small business members do not.  

2. Define consequences for non-payment: The Task Force does not want to burden individuals, 
however GVEA must be paid back and consequences for late or nonpayment should be defined 
prior to this program being put into place.  

3. Homing in on program goals:  There are several other goals that could be tied into this program 
if desired.  Goals such as load balancing, improving air quality, lowering specific CO2 etc. should be 
discussed, and could be used as a metric of success of the program.  

4. Merged financing models: Consider longer term GVEA goals and incorporate both loan and 
tariff financing models.  Loan-based financing may enable members to pursue energy efficiency 
measures that do not meet certain payback thresholds, or which are not affixed to the property 
which would allow for more members to participate in the program.  

5. “Beneficial Electrification”: GVEA engineers indicated that “beneficial electrification” or new 
electrical loads to replace fossil fuel usage or improve efficiency in the form of electric heat pumps, 
water heaters, vehicle chargers etc. may help GVEA meet their 2030 Carbon Reduction Goal. OBF 
could be used as a tool to support the implementation of “beneficial electrification” once 
appropriate rate structures and metering technologies are in place.  
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Next Steps  

The pilot program serves as an opportunity to gather feedback, see what works, and test out the 
OBF program.  During, and after the pilot program there are several questions that will need to be 
answered in order to make a full OBF program viable for GVEA.  Some of the considerations that 
the Task Force identified are: 

- Determine marketing plan and program target numbers for expanding (utilize inexpensive 
email and Ruralite magazine marketing) 

- Survey of members to learn what types of projects they want, and feedback from members 
who participated in pilot program  

- Designated coordinator/project lead and explore in-house or third-party administration  

- Work with financial analyst to project the costs of administering the program at GVEA and 
to estimate the payback period for specific projects. 

- Develop a robust energy audit program to assist with evaluation of individual project 
proposals. 

- Determine what metrics will be utilized to measure success of the program  

 
Conclusion 
 
The Task Force recommends the Phase 1: Pilot Program offer a meter-attached tariff only.  It is 
further recommend that roughly half the funding be made available for residential and half for 
small business members with small business defined as GS-1.  A guideline for maximum project 
size should be $15,000 for residential and $50,000 for small business projects.  The recommended 
technologies for the pilot program include 1) conversion of T8 or T12 fluorescent lighting to LED 
tubes; 2) centralized home and business automation systems; and 3) smart head bolt outlets.  
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Appendix A: Memo to MAC for On Bill Financing Task Force  
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Appendix B: House Bill 374 On-Bill Financing of Energy Improvements  
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Key Ratio Trend 
Analysis 2019

GVEA 5 Year Trends
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Source Info & Data Constraints

• KRTA’s provided by CFC in general grouping. This report contains 145 
ratios.

• No peer grouping comparisons within this presentation – focus is on GVEA 
trends. An added presentation will be provided in the Board Portal which 
uses our GT&D comparisons

• 5 year results shown in graphs, 2015-2019 provide us with enough 
information
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Average Total Consumers Served
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Total KWh Sold
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OTIER-Operating TIER

*Lender requirement – Ratio 9 needs to be 1.10 or higher
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TIER-Times Interest Earned Ratio
*Lender requirement – 1.25 or higher
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DSC – Debt Service Coverage

*Lender requirement – DSC over 1.25
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Capital Credit Retirements
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% Equity to Assets
GVEA’s Equity 

Development Policy  
5.4 requires 25-35% 

Equity

A1
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Interest Rates & Debt
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Margins
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Idle Services % of  Total Service
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Line Loss %
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SAIDI
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Average Service Availability Index
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Recap

* Our financial outlook is anticipated to be more lean than 
years’ past. This is putting more pressure on our departments to 

keep costs as low as possible while maintaining reliability, 
operating safely, and delivering quality electric service at fair and 

reasonable prices to our member-owners.
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All ratios will be provided in a file on the Board Portal, for reference.
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RESOLUTION NO. 100-21 
 

AUTHORIZING GVEA STAFF MEMBERS TO SUBMIT AND CERTIFY 
TO THE RURAL UTILITIES SERVICE ALL DATA REQUIRED 

BY THE RD APPLY INTAKE SYSTEM 
 

RESOLVED that John J. Burns, the President and Chief Executive Officer of Golden Valley Electric 
Association, Inc. (GVEA), be the Certifier on behalf of GVEA, who shall be responsible for submitting 
and certifying to the Rural Utilities Service, an agency of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
any and all data required by RD Apply Intake System; 
 
RESOLVED that Ronald E. Woolf, the Chief Financial Officer of GVEA, be the Administrator on behalf 
of GVEA, who shall give access to GVEA’s data, as appropriate, to other employees, officers, or 
contractors of GVEA, for the purpose of complying with the RD Apply Intake System; and 
 
RESOLVED that Treasury Manager Kathryn A. Strle be granted access for data input to the RD Apply 
Intake System on behalf of GVEA. 
 
RESOLVED that GVEA Engineers Daniel R. Bishop, Jeremy L. Forsting, Keith E. Palchikoff and 
Nathaniel J. Minnema, Controller Sarah J. Villalon and Senior Accountant Kathy L.Mattila retain access 
for data input to the RD Apply Intake System on behalf of GVEA. 
 
RESOLVED that all shall comply with the Instructions for RD Apply Intake System in regard to use of 
the government’s data collection system. 
 
 Certifier:  John J. Burns: eAuthentication ID – jjburns@gvea.com 

 Administrator:  Ronald E. Woolf:  eAuthentication ID – rewoolf@gvea.com 

 Engineers:  Daniel R. Bishop:  eAuthentication ID – drb@gvea.com 

    Jeremy L. Forsting:  eAuthentication ID – jlf@gvea.com 

    Keith E. Palchikoff:  eAuthentication ID – kep@gvea.com 

    Nathaniel J. Minnema:  eAuthentication ID – njm1@gvea.com 

Controller:  Sarah J. Villalon:  eAuthentication ID – sjvillalon@gvea.com 

Treasury Manager: Kathryn A. Strle:  eAuthentication ID – kastrle@gvea.com 

Accountant:  Kathy L. Mattila:  eAuthentication ID – klm@gvea.com  
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CERTIFICATION 
 
I, Gary Newman, do hereby certify that I am the Secretary of Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc., an electric not-for-profit 
cooperative membership corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Alaska; that the foregoing is a 
complete and correct copy of a resolution adopted at a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of this corporation, duly and 
properly called and held on the 25th day of January, 2021; that a quorum was present at the meeting; that the resolution is set 
forth in the minutes of the meeting and has not been rescinded or modified. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed the seal of the corporation this 25th day of January, 
2021. 
 
 
(SEAL)      ______________________________________   
      Gary Newman, Secretary 
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STAFF MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  Board of Directors 

FROM: John Burns –President & CEO  

DATE:  January 13, 2021 

RE:  Proposal to Amend Resolution RE 1205 1st Avenue, Fairbanks 

On September 23, 2019, GVEA’s Board of Directors issued Resolution No. 111-19, authorizing 
Cory Borgeson as GVEA’s President & CEO to sell GVEA’s First Avenue warehouse property 
and to obtain a lien release. A copy of that Resolution No. 111-19 is attached. As the Board is 
aware from previous updates, Usibelli Investments exercised the option to purchase the 1205 1st 
Avenue, Fairbanks property in October 2020. 
 
GVEA and Usibelli have been working with Stewart Title Company since October to close the 
sale. On December 4, Stewart Title indicated that the signing authority provided by GVEA was 
acceptable for their file.  Subsequently, on January 7, Stewart Title Company came back to GVEA 
and indicated that their title department needed an updated resolution from GVEA because the 
prior Resolution specifically indicated that Cory Borgeson, as President & CEO, could authorize 
the transaction. GVEA provided the appropriate documentation to show that John Burns is 
currently President & CEO of GVEA. Although Stewart Title is willing to accept that information in 
order to proceed with the closing now scheduled for January 14, they are requesting for their 
records that GVEA’s Board issue an amended resolution specifically reflecting John Burns as the 
authorized signer of the closing documents on behalf of GVEA.   
 
Based on Stewart Title’s request, GVEA’s management is asking that the Board issue an 
amended resolution with the only change being the substitution of “John Burns” for “Cory 
Borgeson” as the authorized signer.  All other terms of the original September 23, 2019 Resolution 
(No. 111-19) remain unchanged. In the future, to avoid potential similar situations, GVEA will 
modify its resolution process and use official titles rather than also including specific names. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 101-21 

 
AMENDING RESOLUTION 111-19 AUTHORIZING GVEA’S PRESIDENT & CEO TO SELL 

GVEA’S FIRST AVENUE WAREHOUSE PROPERTY AND ISSUE LIEN RELEASE 
 

WHEREAS, on September 23, 2019, GVEA’s Board of Directors issued Resolution No. 
111-19 authorizing Cory Borgeson as GVEA’s President & CEO to sell GVEA’s 1205 First 
Avenue, Fairbanks Property (Warehouse Property) and to obtain a lien release. A copy of 
Resolution No. 111-19 is attached.  

 
WHEREAS, the prior Resolution authorized Cory Borgeson as President & CEO to sign 

the documents associated with the transaction;  
 

WHEREAS, Cory Borgeson retired from GVEA prior to the closing on the sale of GVEA’s 
First Avenue property; 

 
WHEREAS, Stewart Title Company, the agency handling the sale closing, is requiring 

that GVEA’s Board issue an amended resolution specifically authorizing John Burns as GVEA’s 
President & CEO to execute the closing documents associated with the sale of the Warehouse. 
Property;  

 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that Resolution No. 111-19 shall be amended 

to reflect that John Burns, as President & Chief Executive Officer of Golden Valley Electric 
Association is hereby authorized to take all actions and to execute all documents associated 
with the sale of GVEA’s First Avenue Property to Usibelli Investments, Inc as described in  
Resolution No. 111-19.   

 
CERTIFICATION 

 
I, Gary Newman, do hereby certify that I am the Secretary of Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc., an electric not-
for-profit cooperative membership corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Alaska; that the 
foregoing is a complete and correct copy of a resolution adopted at a regular meeting of the Board of Directors of 
this corporation, duly and properly called and held on the 25th day of January, 2021; that a quorum was present at the 
meeting; that the resolution is set forth in the minutes of the meeting and has not been rescinded or modified. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed the seal of the corporation this 25th day of 
January, 2021. 
 
 
(SEAL)      ________________________________   
      Gary Newman, Secretary 
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 1 of 7

TRAINING ACTIVITY SUMMARY

MONTH IN REVIEW
The Safety Dept. partnered with Murrow Productions and GVEA Operations to facilitate filming of “Safety 
City”, a visual production of the hazards of electricity. Once edited, short video presentations will be made 
available to GVEA members, schools, first responders, and contractors.
Lessons Learned documents were developed from three separate incidents that occurred in December.
The documents are being distributed across GVEA divisions.
The majority of GVEA employees received a version of personal conflict training on managing your 
emotions. The North Pole Power Plant was assigned power tool safety training.
OSHA 1910.269 Qualified Person refresher training continued for GVEA Electrical Workers and Engineers.

NEAR MISSES AND SAFETY OBSERVATIONS RECOGNITION
See attached December 2020 Incident, Near Miss, Safety Observation Report

Date Safety/Training Activity

E
X

E

F
IN M
S

P
S

E
N

G

O
P

S

Total 
Training 
Hours

2
"Watts" On Your Mind COVID-19 Tele-Meeting (70  
Employees) 0.0

3 Lineman Safety Meeting 9 4.5
4 Lineman Safety Meeting 11 5.5
7 Safety/Environmental Orientation Training 1 1 6.0
8 Snow Machine Safety 7 3.5
8 E-Shop Safety Meeting 16 8.0
10 Lineman Safety Meeting 10 5.0
11 Lineman/Facilities  Safety Meeting 3 11 7.0
14 Safety/Environmental Orientation Training 1 2 7.5
15 E-Shop Safety Meeting 16 8.0

16
"Watts" On Your Mind COVID-19 Tele-Meeting (96  
Employees) 0.0

17 Lineman Safety Meeting 1 12 6.5
18 Lineman/Facilities  Safety Meeting 3 10 6.5
21 Safety/Environmental Orientation Training 1 1 4.0
23 Lineman Safety Meeting 12 6.0
31 Lineman Safety Meeting 19 9.5

31

On-Line Training - Non-Bargaining, Vehicle, Meter Tech, 
Warehouse, Facilities-Emotional Inteigence: Owning your 
Emotions 9 25 34 29 20 13 130.0

31 On-Line Training - Engineers - OSHA 1910.269 Electrical 7 8.8

31 On-Line Training - Wireman - OSHA 1910.269 Electrical 16 32.0

31
On-Line Training - Lineman - OSHA 1910.269 Electrical 
Training 10 12.5

31
On-Line Training - NPPP - Portable Power and Hand Tool 
Safety 20 15.0
Tower Climbing and Rescue 0.0

10 30 34 52 82 79 286
165 401 435 1753 905 1027 5245

111% 96% 100% 89% 78% 78% 92%

Total Employee Safety/Trng Hrs for December 2020 per Division
YTD Total Hours (# of Attendees x Time Attended)

Percent of Employee Participation for December 2020
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 2 of 7

NEAR MISSES AND SAFETY OBSERVATIONS RECOGNITION – (continued)

Definitions:
Near Miss Incident – An unplanned event or condition that under slightly different circumstances could 
result in injury or property damage.
Corrective Actions Recommended - Proposed on the Near Miss submission.
Actions Taken - Any actions that were taken at the time of the Near Miss or Hazard Identification to 
correct the situation.
Closed Near Miss Incident – Considered closed when actions are taken by the Supervisor to mitigate the 
hazard and those actions are reported back to the employee submitting the Near Miss report.
Near Miss Incident Discussions – Near misses and their follow up are routinely discussed in safety 
meetings.
Safety Notes - Follow up actions or observations.

Red – Unsafe condition or activity that can result in death, serious personal injury, property damage or loss.
Yellow – Unsafe condition or activity that can result in moderate personal injury, property damage or loss.
Green – Unsafe condition or activity that has low risk of personal injury, property damage or loss.

OCCUPATIONAL INJURY / ILLNESS REPORTS

Date: 12/6/2020
Healy 2 Description - Employee smashed (blister and broke the skin) on right pinkie finger 

while moving ash dumpster closer to chute. Bucket elevator was not working at the time, 
bucket brigade of ash was in effect. Employee was wearing gloves. 
Actions Taken – Move chute further from elevator, Work order 20-2929577 was 
written to fix the problem. No medical attention needed.

Recordable No

DART No

Lost Time No

Date: 12/21/2020
Description – Employee fell on right knee after tripping on a floor mat that was 
not lying flat.
Actions Taken – Vendor was contacted by Facility Maintenance, about laying 
cold/rolled mats on the ground, mats should be flat to eliminate trip hazard or 
removed during cold temps. 

Recordable No

DART No

Lost Time No

Date: 12/27/2020
Healy 2 Description – Employee broke right pinky finger while hammering the coal feeder 

to free plugged coal.
Actions Taken – Employee taken to FMH treated and released, investigation in 
being conducted, looking at engineering to develop a hands free vibration/ 
hammer for all coal feeders.  

Recordable Yes

DART Yes

Lost Time No
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 3 of 7

INJURY STATISTICS
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 4 of 7
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 5 of 7
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DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS
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SAFETY & TRAINING MONTHLY REPORT

DECEMBER 2020 RESULTS

Page 7 of 7

NEAR MISS / INJURY / ILLNESS INCIDENTS YEAR-TO-DATE

SAFETY EVENTS INJURIES / ILLNESSES

Period Incidents
Near 
Miss

Safety 
Observations

Non-
Recordable

Recordable DART
Lost 
Time

December
2020

4 2 2 2 1 1 0

YTD 2020 47 16 36 39 15 8 5

Last Year 
Period
Dec 2019

4 1 n/a 2 3 3 1

Last YTD 
Dec 2019 16 131 n/a 29 20 15 7
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GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, INC.  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS’  

MEETING MINUTES 
 

December 14, 2020 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

 

1 

 The Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of Golden Valley 
Electric Association, Inc. was held on December 14, 2020. Due to 
COVID-19 and the need for social distancing, the meeting was held 
virtually.  
 

PRESENT 
 

Directors: Tom DeLong, Chairman; John Sloan, Vice Chairman; 
Dave Messier, Treasurer; Gary Newman, Secretary; Chris Bunch, 
Rick Solie and Brad Benson. 
 

Staff:  
John Burns, President & CEO; Ron Woolf, Chief Financial Officer;  
Frank Perkins, Vice President Power Supply; Nathan Minnema, 
Acting Director of Engineering Services; Josh Davis, Director of 
Operations; Abbigail Dillard, Acting Director of Member Services; 
Kathryn Strle, Treasury Manager; Reagan Russell, Director of Human 
Resources; Meadow Bailey, Director of External Affairs/Public 
Relations; Melissa Connor, Member Services Manager; Daniel 
Heckman, Regulatory Analyst; Ashley Bradish, Public Relations 
Specialist; Susan Redlin, Executive Administrative Assistant and Cori 
Taylor, Administrative Assistant Executive Office.  
 

Contractors: Shane Callahan, AlasConnect. 
 

Interior Delegation: Senator Kawasaki. Representatives Hopkins, 
LeBon, Prax, Talerico, Thompson, Wool and Representative-Elect 
Cronk.  

Members (Who Shared Comments):  
District 1:  Terry Chapin, Mike DeLue, Jessica Girard, Tristian Glowa, 

Patricia Rivera and Phil Wight. 
District 2:  Richard Theilmann and Cathy Walling. 
District 3:  Alison Carter and Aylissa Norris. 
District 4:  Patrice Lee, Pastor Lou Peters and James Schwarber. 
 

Guests:  Frank Richards and Matt Kissinger, Alaska Gasline 
Development Corporation. 

 

(There were approximately 73 participants in the TEAMS meeting: board, staff, contractors, 
legislators, legislative staff, members, guests and others.) 
 

CALL TO ORDER  Chairman DeLong called the meeting to order at 4 p.m. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 
 
 

At 4:01 p.m., without objection, the board convened into executive 
session to discuss certain legal and financial issues (Generation/Fuel 
Supply – Alaska Gasline Development Corporation, Attorney Reports 
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EXECUTIVE SESSION 
(Continued) 
 
 
 
 

and the Benevolent Fund – “Members Serving Members”), the 
immediate knowledge of which could have an adverse impact on 
GVEA.   
 

At 4:59 p.m., Mr. Newman moved to come out of executive session. 
Mr. Sloan seconded the motion. The motion passed.  
 

OPEN SESSION At 5 p.m., the board convened into open session. Legislators, 
legislative staff, members and others joined the meeting via web 
conference. 
 

SAFETY MOMENT Mr. Burns spoke about mental and emotional well-being during the 
pandemic and holiday season. 
 

LEGISLATIVE 
BRIEFING 
  

Mr. Burns provided a PowerPoint presentation celebrating GVEA’s 
75th anniversary and outlining GVEA’s future priorities. The legislators 
asked several questions, which Mr. Burns and Chairman DeLong 
answered.  

The briefing ended at 5:57 p.m.  

At 5:58 p.m., Chairman DeLong declared a 5-minute break. The 
meeting resumed at 6:03 p.m.  

APPROVAL OF THE 
AGENDA AND 
ADOPTION OF THE 
CONSENT AGENDA 
 

Mr. Newman moved to approve the Agenda and adopt the Consent 
Agenda subject to the following modifications: moving Agenda Item 5 
(Approval of the Agenda and Adoption of the Consent Agenda) to Item 
4; moving Agenda Item 4 (Member Comments/MAC Report) to Agenda 
Item 6 and adding a Management Update on COVID Impacts and 
GVEA’s Disconnect Procedures as Agenda Item 5. Mr. Sloan 
seconded the motion. Following discussion, the motion passed.   

The Consent Agenda included Approval of the November 23, 2020 
Regular Board Meeting Minutes. 

COVID UPDATE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Dillard gave an overview of GVEA’s efforts to assist members who 
are experiencing financial hardship due to the COVID pandemic. She 
reviewed the protections for members under Senate Bill (SB) 241, the 
steps GVEA has taken to notify and work with members, and outlined 
GVEA’s disconnection process as it relates to members whose 
accounts are in delinquent status and who have not completed the 
necessary COVID hardship forms required under SB 241. Those 
efforts include providing copies of COVID hardship forms and 
information about the COVID protections to members each month 
whose accounts are in delinquent status, providing regular updates on 
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COVID UPDATE 
(Continued)  

GVEA’s website and blog account, publishing information in the 
Ruralite and the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, as well as including 
information in various bill messages and bill inserts.    

Ms. Connor reported that for the period December 2, 2020 through 
December 14, 2020, 162 accounts were disconnected and of those 
accounts: 

 Power was restored to 29 accounts, once the members completed 
the COVID paperwork. 

 Power was restored to 77 accounts, because members paid their 
delinquent balances in full or entered into a payment agreement.   

 Power was restored to 12 accounts because landlords or new 
members have signed into those locations.   
 

Ms. Connor also reported that as of November 30, 2020, there were 
1,532 delinquent accounts. Of those accounts, 782 members (50 
percent) have signed COVID financial hardship forms.   

In closing the discussion, Ms. Dillard reported that GVEA is extending 
the protection as outlined in SB 241 to those members who complete 
the COVID hardship forms until January 31, 2021.      

The board asked several questions, which Mesdames Dillard and 
Connor answered.   

MEMBER COMMENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Walling commented on the Legislative Briefing and the COVID 
Update, requested that the December 15 moratorium for disconnects 
be extended and voiced her support for on-bill financing. 
 

Mr. Chapin thanked GVEA for the Legislative Briefing and for the 
attitudes of respect and compassion for members who are struggling 
during the pandemic. He suggested that members who are struggling 
financially reach out to local organizations who are offering support.  

Mr. Schwarber commended the board for the proposed Benevolent 
Fund, requested that the moratorium for disconnects be extended and 
said he supports tariffed on-bill financing.   
 

Mr. DeLue said the COVID Update was informative, stated impacts 
from the pandemic are affecting members differently throughout our 
communities, and asked GVEA to continue to work with members to 
prevent disconnects. 
 

Mr. Glowa said he appreciated the Legislative Briefing and GVEA’s 
response to the pandemic. He added that as the pandemic continues 
to exist, GVEA should extend the moratorium disconnection date.  
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MEMBER COMMENTS 
(Continued)  
 

Ms. Rivera thanked GVEA for the Legislative Briefing and asked that 
the deadline for disconnects be extended until the pandemic is over.   

Ms. Carter asked that the disconnect moratorium date be extended 
and suggested that GVEA use capital credits funds to help members 
pay bills.   

Pastor Peters thanked GVEA for their efforts to assist members during 
the pandemic and requested the disconnect moratorium date be 
extended until the Benevolent Fund is up and running.   
 

Ms. Girard echoed others’ comments to extend the disconnect 
moratorium date for as long as possible and expressed her support 
for broadband.   
 

Mr. Wight thanked the board and staff for the informative Legislative 
Briefing and asked for clarifications regarding disconnections and 
payment plans for members who have not signed COVID hardship 
forms.   
 

BREAK At 7 p.m., Chairman DeLong declared a five-minute break.  

MAC REPORT Mr. Theilmann reported on the December 9, 2020 MAC Meeting.  
 

Ms. Norris gave a brief update on the recent meetings of the MAC 
Task Force and their recommendations for structuring an On-Bill 
Financing Pilot Program that will soon be forwarded to the board.  

 

REVIEW SAFETY 
OFFICER’S NOVEMBER 
2020 REPORT 
 

Mr. Newman moved to let the record reflect that the board reviewed 
the Safety Officer’s November 2020 Report. Mr. Bunch seconded the 
motion. Following discussion, the motion passed. 

APPROVAL OF 
APPOINTMENTS TO 
THE GOOD¢ENTS 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 

Mr. Sloan moved to appoint Bernard Gatewood to Seat A and Chris 
Bunch as the GVEA Board Representative on the Good¢ents Board 
of Trustees. Mr. Solie seconded the motion. The motion passed.   
 

APPROVE 
RESOLUTION 115-20: 
APPROVING THE 
CREATION OF A 
BENEVOLENT FUND – 
“MEMBERS SERVING 
MEMBERS” – AND 
AUTHORIZING A 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE FUND 
 

Chairman DeLong introduced Resolution No. 115-20: 
 

APPROVING THE CREATION OF A BENEVOLENT FUND – “MEMBERS 
SERVING MEMBERS” – AND AUTHORIZING A CONTRIBUTION TO THE 

FUND 
 

WHEREAS, in March 2020, the State of Alaska declared a public 
health emergency related to the on-going Coronavirus (COVID) pandemic, 
and subsequently issued a moratorium prohibiting the disconnection of 
electric services until November 15, 2020 involving residential members who 
experienced financial hardship due to COVID; 
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APPROVE 
RESOLUTION 115-20: 
APPROVING THE 
CREATION OF A 
BENEVOLENT FUND – 
“MEMBERS SERVING 
MEMBERS” – AND 
AUTHORIZING A 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE FUND 
(Continued)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHEREAS, the disconnect moratorium expired on November 15, 
2020, and GVEA has resumed disconnecting electric service to members 
whose electric accounts are delinquent and who have not yet submitted the 
COVID hardship declaration forms required by Alaska Senate Bill 241; 

 

WHEREAS, the number of GVEA delinquent residential electric 
accounts has more than doubled since March 2020;  

 

WHEREAS, GVEA anticipates that some members who are 
experiencing financial hardships, whether related to COVID or due to other 
circumstances, may not have the financial ability to pay delinquent balances 
on their electric accounts without financial assistance; 

 

WHEREAS, because of the financial impacts caused by COVID, 
GVEA desires to create a Benevolent Fund – “Members Serving Members” – 
to provide financial assistance to those members who are experiencing 
financial hardship and who, although they have contacted GVEA and entered 
into a payment plan, nonetheless, require additional financial assistance in 
order to avoid their electric service being disconnected;   

 

WHEREAS, because community members have also expressed an 
interest in providing financial aid to members who need assistance in paying 
delinquent electric bills, the Benevolent Fund will accept contributions from 
these charitable donors;  

 

WHEREAS, GVEA policy 2.2(II)(C)(6), states that any donations by 
GVEA exceeding $500 per donation, or $5,000 per calendar year must be 
approved in advance by the Board; 

 

WHEREAS, GVEA proposes an initial contribution of Two Hundred 
and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000) from non-operating funds with which 
to establish the Benevolent Fund. These non-operating funds will not affect 
operations and will have no impact on GVEA’s electric rates. The Benevolent 
Fund will be administered by a third-party provider.  
 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that GVEA’s Board of 
Directors hereby establishes the GVEA Benevolent Fund – “Members Serving 
Members” – and authorizes GVEA’s President & Chief Executive Officer to 
take whatever actions are necessary to create and administer the Fund, 
including the execution of any required documentation and third-party 
administrative agreements. The Board further authorizes GVEA to make a 
contribution to the Benevolent Fund in the amount of $250,000 from non-
operating funds.   

 

Mr. Bunch moved to approve Resolution No. 115-20. Mr. Newman 
seconded the motion. Following significant discussion in favor of the 
motion, the motion passed.   
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EXTEND THE MEETING At 7:30 p.m., Chairman DeLong extended the meeting for 30 minutes. 

ON-GOING REPORTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

ALASKA POWER ASSOCIATION (APA) REPORT – Mr. Sloan 
reported on the 2020 APA December Meeting Series that was held on 
December 2 - 3, 2020.  
 

ARECA EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION REPORT – Mr. Solie 
reported on the December 3, 2020 ARECA Educational Foundation 
Membership Meeting. 
 
ALASKA RAILBELT COOPERATIVE TRANSMISSION & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY (ARCTEC) REPORT – Chairman DeLong reported on the 
status and goals of ARCTEC’s strategic planning sessions.    
 

GOOD¢ENTS REPORT – Mr. DeLong reported on the November 24, 
2020 Good¢ents Board of Trustees Meeting.   
 

MAC REPORT – Mr. Newman reported on the December 9, 2020 MAC 
Meeting.   
 

MANAGEMENT 
REPORTS 
 

SNAP SUMMARY – The November 2020 SNAP Summary was 
included in the board packet.  
 
FINANCIAL REPORTS/FORM 7 – The November 2020 Form 7 was 
included in the board packet.  
 
PROGRESS REPORTS – The board asked questions regarding 
progress reports included in the board packet, which Mr. Burns and 
staff answered. 
 

EXTEND THE MEETING At 8 p.m., Mr. Sloan moved to extend the meeting for 20 minutes. Mr. 
Bunch seconded the motion. The motion passed.  

DIRECTOR COMMENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Benson commented appreciatively on the time and efforts put in by 
GVEA staff in establishing the Benevolent Fund.  
 

Mr. Bunch said he looks forward to serving on the Good¢ents Board of 
Trustees, is excited about the Benevolent Fund, and appreciated 
legislators attending the Legislative Briefing. He thanked staff for their 
hard work and wished everyone happy holidays.  
 

Mr. Sloan thanked Mr. Burns for the great Legislative Briefing 
presentation, said he is glad that the Benevolent Fund is being 
established and wished everyone happy holidays. 
 

Mr. Solie thanked everyone for a good meeting, Mr. Newman for his 
passion for GVEA history and Mr. Burns, Ms. Dillard and staff for their 
work on the Benevolent Fund.   
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DIRECTOR COMMENTS 
(Continued)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Messier said it was nice to have membership participation during 
the meeting, and he appreciates serving as GVEA’s alternate on the 
ARCTEC Board of Trustees.   
 

Mr. Newman thanked staff for the great Legislative Briefing, he looks 
forward to the celebrations in honor of GVEA’s 75th anniversary, and 
commented on RCA hearings related to SB 123, upcoming ACEP 
presentations and a NRECA battery storage forum.  
 

Mr. DeLong commented on the RCA hearings related to SB 123. He 
also reported that on December 10, 2020, he met with the District 4 
and 7 Nominating Committees (on behalf of Secretary Newman, since 
Mr. Newman is running for reelection in 2021), to provide a perspective 
on the responsibilities that come with serving on the board.    
 

ADJOURNMENT  At 8:16 p.m., without objection, Mr. Newman moved to adjourn the 
meeting. Mr. Sloan seconded the motion. The motion passed.  
 

 

 
__________________________________  _____________________________ 
Tom DeLong, Chairman    Gary Newman, Secretary 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Susan Redlin, Recording Secretary  
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2020 SAFETY REVIEW

1

The safety of employees, members, and contractors is 
one of GVEA’s core values.  The Safety Department’s 
mission is to identify, support, and promote safety 

objectives, reduce accidents, and guide our employees 
to personal safety ownership. 
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Highlights of 2020 Accomplishments

• 25% reduction in recordable injuries over 2019

• COVID-19 Response Plan

• Successful RESAP Audit 

• Process improvements in Healy FGD & Ash handling

• Training  
• OSHA 1910.269 for qualified persons

• ATV/Snow machine 

• Power Industrial Truck (Fork Lift)

• Production filming of Safety City -YouTube

2
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GVEA  2020 OSHA recordable Injuries
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OSHA Recordable Injury Rate by Division

4
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GVEA OSHA Recordable Injuries Summary

2019: 20 OSHA Recordable Injuries 
2020: 15 OSHA Recordable Injuries          

25% reduction in OSHA recordable injuries

2020 Recordable Injury Chief Contributing Hazards
• 9 Line of Fire/ Hazard Not Recognized

• 2 Incorrect/Improper Tool Use

• 2 Ergonomics

• 1 Incorrect PPE 

• 1 Other*

* Vehicle incident not employees fault

5
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Line Of Fire / Hazard Not Recognized

• Fractured finger while hammering  (LOF)

• Cut thumb while removing plastic fuel cap (LOF)

• Strained back/hip from stepping in depression (HNR)

• Lacerated right forearm wrench slipped (LOF)

• Stung by yellow jacket while cutting brush (HNR)

• Eyebrow laceration from falling branch (LOF)

• Fractured leg while cleaning slag (HNR)

• Neck pain/strain struck head on low hanging pipe (LOF)

• Fractured pelvis, snow machine accident (HNR)

6
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2020 LOF/HNR Corrective Actions
• Hazard recognition training exercises developed and executed

• Increased pre-job briefing audits

• Reinforce requirement for entire work crew review of pre-job briefings 

• Additional pre-job briefing training to all supervisors

• Develop and implement line of fire hazard training

• Lessons learned incident summaries will be distributed GVEA wide for 
supervisors to review with their crews during a start of shift safety 
moment

• Managers and supervisors to increase frequency of field 
visits/audits

7
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Incorrect/Improper Tool Use

• Strained knee when using foot to operate valve handle. 
Employee had the proper tool available but opted for a 
short cut

• Strained elbow tendon when bending large diameter wire 
with hands. Employee had access to the proper tool and 
chose to bend the wire by hand.

8
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2020 Incorrect/Improper Tool Use 
Corrective Actions

• Ensure during the job briefing there is a discussion and an 
awareness of what tools are necessary for the job, the 
proper use of the tools, and an emphasis on not taking 
short cuts

9
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Incorrect PPE 

• Scratched eye from sawdust while using chainsaw

10
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2020 Incorrect PPE Corrective Actions 

• Review of proper PPE requirements when operating chainsaws

• Supervisor to employee discussions and, if warranted, corrective 
action to ensure strict compliance with PPE requirements 

• Increase field visits/audits by mangers and supervisors

11
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Ergonomic Injury

• Strained wrist while pushing on forklift parking brake

• Strained lower back lifting/moving a large valve

12
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2020 Ergonomic Injury Corrective Actions

• Enhanced training on ergonomic hazards to include industrial 
environments

• Supervisor discussion with employees on the importance of 
requesting assistance when the situation warrants such as heavy 
lifting

13
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2020 Injury Contributing Factor 
Improvements needed for GVEA incident investigation 

process 

• All safety incidents will have a root cause investigation performed 
within 5 days of the event

• Root causes will be identified and corrective actions will be 
assigned to prevent additional occurrences

• Lessons Learned will be distributed GVEA wide as appropriate

14
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Measuring Success In 2021

• Key Performance Indicators (KPI) have been developed 
and will focus on leading indicators that we have control 
over.

• Develop a KPI to measure Audits 
management/supervisors complete in the field 

• Timely investigation completions with safety review.

• Significant Injury/incidents will be discussed with 
Departments VP and CEO by Supervisor/Forman

15
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OSHA Recordable Injury/Illness Definition

• Any work-related fatality.

• Any work-related injury or illness that results in loss of consciousness, 
days away from work, restricted work, or transfer to another job.

• Any work-related injury or illness requiring medical treatment beyond 
first aid.

• Any work-related diagnosed case of cancer, chronic irreversible 
diseases, fractured or cracked bones or teeth, and punctured 
eardrums.

• There are also special recording criteria for work-related cases 
involving: needle sticks and sharps injuries; medical removal; hearing 
loss; and tuberculosis

16
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OSHA First Aid Definition
• Using a non-prescription medication at nonprescription strength (for medications available in 

both prescription and non-prescription form, a recommendation by a physician or other licensed 
health care professional to use a non-prescription medication at prescription strength is 
considered medical treatment for recordkeeping purposes);

• Administering tetanus immunizations (other immunizations, such as Hepatitis B vaccine or 
rabies vaccine, are considered medical treatment); Cleaning, flushing or soaking wounds on the 
surface of the skin

• Using wound coverings such as bandages, Band-Aids™, gauze pads, etc.; or using butterfly 
bandages or Steri-Strips™ (other wound closing devices such as sutures, staples, etc., are 
considered medical treatment);

• Using hot or cold therapy;
• Using any non-rigid means of support, such as elastic bandages, wraps, non-rigid back belts, 

etc. (devices with rigid stays or other systems designed to immobilize parts of the body are 
considered medical treatment for recordkeeping purposes);

• Using temporary immobilization devices while transporting an accident victim (e.g., splints, 
slings, neck collars, back boards, etc.). Drilling of a fingernail or toenail to relieve pressure, or 
draining fluid from a blister;

• Using eye patches;
• Removing foreign bodies from the eye using only irrigation or a cotton swab;
• Removing splinters or foreign material from areas other than the eye by irrigation, tweezers, 

cotton swabs or other simple means;
• Using finger guards;
• Using massages (physical therapy or chiropractic treatment are considered medical treatment 

for recordkeeping purposes); or
• Drinking fluids for relief of heat stress.

17
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2020 Right‐of‐Way Maintenance Update
January 25, 2021

Alex Olesen, GVEA ROW Superintendent

1



Recognizing GVEA’s importance 
to the economic, environmental
and social viability of our 
communities, the Cooperative’s
mission is to safely provide its 
member‐owners with reliable
electric service, quality 
customer service and innovative 
energy solutions at fair and 
reasonable prices.

Mission FocusMission Focus
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ROWM MissionROWM Mission
Control and remove vegetation that will affect the electric system.

Clear ROWs improve safety, prevent outages and improve response time. 

Before After
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Responsible for 3,514 milesResponsible for 3,514 miles
• 1, 935 miles of 

distribution
• 466 miles of 

transmission
• 90 miles of 

primary 
(underground)

• 1,023 miles of 
secondary

Also: 
• Danger trees
• New construction 
• Substations
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Advance 
9.4 year 

Dist. cycle 
to 5 in next 

7 years.

Goal:Goal:
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Production HistoryProduction History
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2017 
Recommendations
2017 
Recommendations
• More machines
• Work planning
• Increased crew size and 
hours

• Work planning software

7



2020 Challenges2020 Challenges
• COVID
• Loss of experienced  
crewmembers

• Mowing and side limbing
• Member requests

8



• Early start
• Split mowing/limbing
• Proactive notification

• Strategic use of 
contractors

2021
Adjustments

2021
Adjustments

9
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Budget OverviewBudget Overview
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Questions?Questions?
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2020 Annual Right-of-Way Maintenance Report 
 

DATE:  January 14, 2021 

TO:   Rich Piech, Operations Manager 

FROM:  Alex Olesen, Right-of-Way Maintenance Superintendent 

SUBJECT:  2020 Annual Right-of-Way Maintenance (ROWM) Report 

 

Purpose and Objectives of ROWM Department 

The ROWM Department’s function at GVEA is to control and remove vegetation that will 
affect GVEA’s electric system. Removing and managing vegetation around the power 
lines results in less outages from trees falling into the lines or brush growing into the lines.  
It also reduces outage restoration times by giving clear sight lines.  It provides better 
access to linemen seeking the cause of outages and working on repairing damaged 
infrastructure. When this is successfully accomplished, safety is improved for the crew 
itself, other utility crews, residents and member/owners. ROWM is constantly seeking to 
improve the processes they use in order to find the most efficient, effective and safest 
ways of protecting the system from vegetation issues.  
 
ROWM focuses primarily on re-clearing the 1,935 miles of distribution overhead primary 
wires on the system. These lines usually exist within 10-30 foot easements on private 
lands. The other primary focus is the 466 mile transmission system. These lines are 
generally more straightforward to work on as they are located within 50-100 foot rights of 
way, which are often located on public lands. These two types of overhead lines are 
worked in a cycle based approach with the goal of clearing the entire distribution system 
every five years and the transmission lines in seven years. 
 
ROWM also clears vegetation on the 90 miles of primary underground, but that is usually 
done when requested by the line or engineering departments to provide access for 
repairs, upgrades or new construction. GVEA has an additional 1,023 miles of either 
“secondary” (GVEA owned) or “service Drop” (Member owned) wire on the system. GVEA 
crews clears the secondary lines of all limbs and brush to prevent abrasion or deflection.  
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ROWM crews also clear vegetation in substations and communication tower sites with 
herbicides and manual cutting or pulling. 
 
ROWM also responds to reports of trees threatening primary lines by assessing the 
reported trees.  The danger trees are then assigned to line crews if they are in contact 
with the wires.  If not in contact, ROWM will then let the member know that the danger 
tree not a threat to GVEA property. 
 

Historical Transition 

2017/2018 

GVEA started actively managing vegetation in the early eighties with hand crews. By the 
late 80’s, eight crew members and two large rubber tire machines were working through 
the system. By 2017, crews had expanded to 14 members (16 included Healy power plant 
personnel), two newer large machines were utilized, as well as an aerial saw, a skid steer, 
a bucket truck and two chippers. In 2017, ROWM hired consultants to audit our process 
and provide perspective and recommendations based on industry standards. The audit 
showed that GVEA’s 7 year cycle goal on distribution was averaging out to 9.4 years and 
that moving to a 5 year cycle would produce lower outages progressively. However, 
because of the backlog of work and expanding work scope, clearing the entire system 
would take at least 7 years before ROWM could move to a 5 year cycle. Also, because 
Transmission lines were getting cleared either when crews were already in the area or 
upon request, clearing averaged 17.7 years with no cycle length goal. 
 
When compared to industry standards and best management practices, GVEA was stuck 
in step 1 - getting brush and tree growth under control. Only once that is done can more 
advanced and efficient practices be used. Of the recommendations made, some were 
adopted, such as increased crew size and hours.  Additional machines and work planning 
software were also purchased. Work planning was partially adopted by hiring only one 
work planner when three were recommended. Work planning was to be the key to further 
advancements as the improved inventory of vegetation and conditions on the system 
could be used to refine everything from clearing specifications to crew arrangement 
efficiency. A more aggressive approach to clearing specifications was created by clearing 
from ground to sky within easements. 
  
Miles and acres are very one-dimensional measurements of ROWM. Currently, the 
Foremen record the length and width of areas cleared daily with circuit and physical 
location. Those numbers are compiled into weekly and monthly totals and reported as 
department progress. With systematic work planning, Foremen will be assigning all of 
their work to predetermined units of work with trackable conditions. That information will 
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give crews and management the ability to compare apples to apples. The result of all 
work plans being completed can then be totaled up as miles and acres for reports. On the 
ground, crews will get to compare their efficiency at work by type to their own averages 
as well as company averages and improvements can be made.  
 
With all of these advances, ROWM experienced good results in 2018 and 2019, and 
expected to do more of the same in 2020. Instead, ROWM has gone from 372 miles of 
distribution in 2018 and 288 miles in 2019, down to 144 miles in 2020. On transmission, 
where 66 miles a year would achieve a 7 year cycle goal, ROWM cleared 40 miles 
compared to 80 in 2019 and 72 in 2018. When these miles are compared to total 
expenditures it comes to $16,398 per mile in 2020, compared to $10,379 in 2019 and 
$8,230 in 2018. Recordkeeping needs to be updated for these numbers to be used 
accurately. These numbers reflect the entire output of the department, including in-house 
and contracting costs and production. Northern Intertie Clearing (NIT) cost $915,599 for 
36.32 miles at $25,209.22 per mile. Removing that from 2020 totals brings GVEA 
production down to $14,499.32 per mile. This is understandable as the width on that line 
is 100 feet and the access was severely limited. In order to prevent these numbers from 
becoming trends, ROWM looked closely at the circumstances and situations that have 
been identified as causes and are working on solutions for 2021.  
 
Implications- Changes in How We Do It 
 
In previous years, ROWM focused more on mowing the ROW with limited side-limbing. 
Now, crews mow and have increased side-limbing. 
 
When the crew size increased from 14 to 18 positions in 2018, ROWM changed crew 
arrangements in hopes of improving efficiency. There were normally five or six crews of 
two or three people each with two mechanical crews and three hand crews as a standard 
arrangement. Hybrid crews would sometimes be formed to deal with an area that had a 
mix of small machine work and hand work or to use the aerial saw when ROWM wanted 
two mowing crews to focus on brush. With the increase of four personnel, ROWM decided 
to keep the crew number the same at five and run larger crews of 3-4, with the thought 
that there could be more functions done at once by any given crew.  
 
With one aerial saw, a mechanical crew would often stop mowing brush to run it. With two 
aerial saws, we tried a number of arrangements with separate mowing and aerial saw 
crews. In 2020, ROWM put aerial saws and mowers together on the two crews to reduce 
steps to completion, unfortunately it was just too slow. The most successful arrangements 
are separate mowing and aerial saw functions. 
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Lessons Learned 

When ROWM expanded the scope and increased the miles covered crews encountered 
more pushback and negative reactions from homeowners than ever before. By giving 
crews set standards to work in all areas, there were less judgement calls to make by the 
foremen but more stalemates with homeowners that management had to negotiate. What 
is lacking is member acceptance of the need for and benefits of managing vegetation 
around the electrical wires. This can be gained through public education and information 
efforts or notifications of upcoming work. 

As ROWM are cutting more than in previous cycles, more and more obstacles have been 
encountered. Obstacles come in many forms, for many reasons, often on large wooded 
lots, it is a place to park or store stuff. The blockades to keep ATV’s or snow machines 
out are common outside city limits and fences, sheds and outbuildings are more common 
in small lot size city settings. Almost all of these violate the terms of the easement 
agreements for the properties and all of them slow down maintenance and repair 
activities. Individual situations have been dealt with in the past either because of upgrade 
work or response to outage have exposed them. ROWM is now working on a process to 
systematically deal with them.  

Historical #’s Before and After 2017/2018 

Conditions and access have a huge impact on clearing progress. In 2017 and 2018, crews 
worked on areas in Delta (Jarvis Creek Sub) and Salcha (Johnson Road Sub) that were 
generally open with most residences set back from roads and easements. This allowed 
crews to do the majority of the clearing work with the biggest machines ROWM has, which 
are the most productive if there is room to maneuver them. There was also less need to 
run the aerial saw as trees could just be cut with chainsaws. The aerial saws are very 
effective at taking limbs off at height much faster than hand crews but they are far slower 
than the mowers. 
 

2020 ROWM Challenges/Achievements 

ROWM ran two mechanical crews that worked aerial saws and mowers to cut the brush 
and get vertical clearance. The aerial saws slowed down the brush crews too much and 
when we realized what was happening we were not equipped to rearrange the crews. 
ROWM experienced a, hopefully unique, set of challenges with crew members. They 
started the season off slow because of COVID and were shorthanded as 5 employees 
did not return. Being shorthanded until July and then having to training new people as 
operators and apprentices prevented ROWM from splitting up crews because they did 
not have enough experienced people using Journeymen as Foremen. ROWM also lost 
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two Foremen and a Journeyman during the season, so these positions will have to be 
filled in the spring. 

ROWM has one in-house planner who has had some success with work planning but 
ended up spending a lot of time in 2020 responding to an increased number of customer 
requests on evaluating trees.  
 
The Planner visited numerous properties where there were a history of tree caused 
outages, and spent many hours on site visits communicating with the land owners. This 
resulted in hundreds of trees being removed that would have been the cause of future 
outages. The estimated number of planners to keep ahead of our crews work is three. 
Currently, Foremen are still doing a lot of the work planning themselves. They scout the 
work and then figure out the best approach and enter it into the program on the tablets. 
This is valuable time that could be spent clearing lines.  
 
By hiring a contractor to provide 2-3 work planners with prior planning experience, ROWM 
should see the benefit of having all work laid out in advance.  
 
It should be noted that ROWM is GVEA’s go to for clearing all sorts of projects. In 2020, 
crews cleared for New Construction, E-shop, Line Department and Environmental.  Some 
of these projects are planned long in advance, but some are done with no notice and at 
no additional costs. This is the most efficient, safest and cost effective way for GVEA to 
get the job done. 

 

2021 ROWM Plans and Objectives (Key Performance Indicators) 

A. Plans for Crew Deployment/Crew Staging (Start Date)  

In 2021 ROWM plans on making the following adjustments to our methods. 
1. Split out mowing and aerial saw mechanical crews 

• Gain miles of mowing and let aerial saw crew not deal with brush 
• In 2021, the plan will be to have two crews of two people each clearing brush 

using the large machines wherever possible and filling in with the small, 
tracked Mulchers. A third crew of three or four people will run both aerial 
saws with a tracked Mulcher to clean up after them. All work that requires a 
hand crew would be done while the aerial saw crew is in the area, in hopes 
that their Mulcher can clean up brush and limbs instead of hand crews 
chipping it all.  

 
2.  Start and finish season with aerial saws 

• Close the gap between the faster mowing and slower aerial saws 
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• The success of the Skytrim working through deep snow on BKS R2 this 
November gave us the idea to work both aerial saws early and late season. 
Those machines can work on distribution lines when ROWM would not want 
to run mulching machines for fear of hitting obstacles hidden under snow. 
This is one way to close the gap between the aerial saw work and the brush 
clearing.  

 
3.  Pay a contractor to work plan 

• All work for all crews would be planned and mapped in advance 
• More timely notifications of landowners 
• More access issues cleared before crews arrive 
• The concept of work planning is that crews, management and the pubic all 

know in advance what work will be done before crews get there. This should 
result in accurate, uniform records of all conditions before and after crews 
pass through and will eventually produce information that will be able to show 
a projection of the time, effort and cost of clearing any given area or work by 
vegetation and condition type. 

 
4.  Contract out in-town distribution clearing 

• Help working through some of the slowest, most expensive work  
• Get accurate assessment of cost of contracting vs. cost of GVEA crews 
• ROWM has a backlog of the hardest work on the system, areas with small 

lots, and no alleys, lots of fences, old system infrastructure and inconsistent 
easements. In these areas, large trees and brush in small fenced yards need 
to be removed, often by manual processes and then all material must be 
brought out around the house to the curb where it will be chipped. 
Homeowners often object to the loss of these trees and disrupt the crews 
work. Performing this type of work provides an opportunity to boost progress 
and see how well contractors perform. GVEA crews will be doing similar work 
at a similar time and that will provide an opportunity to compare apples to 
apples as far as cost and quality of work between contractors and in-house 
crews. In the past, contractors have only been used in very rural areas where 
the majority of the work is done mechanically. 

• The Crews will start work on BKS from East to West coming into KAS with 
all forms of clearing needed. Aerial and hand work needs to be done on 
portions of MOS, CPS, IAS and ETS.  
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B. 2021 Budget 

The budget was increased and shifted around for 2021. Labor budget increases 
were made to allow for a longer season of work as conditions and equipment allow. 
The Transmission clearing budget was reduced so that some Distribution could be 
contracted out and work planning could be addressed through contracting. 
Distribution and planning contracts are new things for GVEA. This will be the 
second time in recent history that distribution work will be put out to bid. The last 
time this happened was in Cantwell in 2019. The plan for 2021 is to contract out 
Hamilton Acres Sub so that GVEA gets an idea of cost in more technical, hand work 
intensive areas. GVEA crews will work a similar area in town so that ROWM can 
complete a quality comparison.  

Work planning on a large scale should bring real efficiencies. By contracting work 
planning out in 2021, GVEA will get the opportunity to test out the process and 
make informed decisions in the future on whether to continue with work planning 
on a crew-wide scale. 

C. How is ROWM Focused on Costs (Comparison Sub-Contracting vs. In-House 
Crews) Bringing Down Cost per Mile? Test out Contracting Option 

This year ROWM intends to change the RFP’s to include having the contractor do 
a cost breakdown for labor, machines (hrs. used) supplies, fuel, etc., so that ROWM 
can get a better understanding of contractor’s cost per mile. With work planning and 
improved internal tracking, GVEA will have the same information to compare 
against. 

This will help us do a more detailed cost comparison of GVEA vs. contractor costs. 

Work Planning should free up work crews to focus on the work of clearing the 
easements. Realistic benchmarks will give crews and management real 
assessment of how we are doing and things to improve upon.  

2020 Statistics and Accomplishments 
 

• 184 miles of line were cleared in 2020. 144 miles distribution and 40 miles 
transmission. 
 

• Progress towards a 5-year distribution cycle and a 7-year transmission cycle goals: 
 

o Average Distribution clearing since 2016 equals 7.5 year cycle average 
 

o Average Transmission clearing since 2016 equals 8.8 year cycle average 
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o Despite a below average year, this is a giant leap forward from our previous 
averages of 9.4 years on distribution and 17.7 years for transmission 
clearing cycles. 

 

• 26,235 danger trees were removed. The majority were removed by mechanical 
side-limb machines(Skytrim, Jaraff) 

 

• Transmission substations were treated with herbicide- Gold Hill, Jarvis Creek, 
NPIS, Mapco, Wilson, Healy, Pogo, Clear, and Carney.  

• Distribution substations, Johnson road, Musk Ox, Ester and Cantwell were treated 
as well. 

 
Areas Worked 

 
1. Complete Clearance: 

• NNS R-1, mowing, mechanical side-limbing and hand clearing 
• NIT Flats from Tanana river to uplands complete 

 

2. Worked, But Not Completed: 
• ETS R-3 Old Nenana completed, less than one mile left north and east of 

Ester community 

• BKS R-2 Trees and Vertical clearance started as outage response 

• ETS R-1 Brush cutting completed, 20+ miles of vertical clearance 
incomplete because of breakdowns 

 

3. Service Orders 
• 257 tree work orders were created in 2020 

 

• 13 were cancelled 
 

• 25 are open at end of year 
 

• 219 were completed 
 

4. New Construction 
• Assisted on seven New Construction/Engineering projects. Worked the 

length of Johnson Road, worked one job where three spans of initial 
clearing opened new access to 11 spans of Brockman tap 69KV 
Transmission line. 
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
goal

Transmission 466m 18 29 20 36.6 35 19 13 10 43 35 72 80 40 103
Average Trans Clearing 35 54 62 57 66
Distribution 1950m 256 178 167 144.4 210 127 187 157 248 259 373 288 144 325
Average dis clearing 259 316 307 266 278
Total 274 207 187 181 245 146 200 167 291 293 445 346 184 428
Employees April - November 16 16 16 13 18
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SNAP SUMMARY 
 
Two new Snap Plus members were added in December.  A total of 150 SNAP Plus members were added in 
2020 – a 52% increase.    
 
The output of the generation from cogeneration (COG), SNAP, SNAP Plus (aka net metering), and GVEA’s solar 
project is summarized below.  The reporting delay for the GVEA Bidwill solar project output is less than for 
cogeneration, SNAP, and SNAP Plus, so the capacity factors are not directly comparable.  This may change in 
future reports.    
 
December Summary 

 
 

 
 

 

COG SNAP SNAPP Total
# of Customers 3                      31              436                  470                  
Nameplate Capacity (kW) 135                 168            2,275              2,578              
Total kWh Produced (kWh) 8,672              906            6,056              15,634            
Capacity Factor 9% 0.7% 0.4% 0.8%
Net Metering Capacity N/A N/A 1.73% N/A

Translating to real terms
COG SNAP SNAPP Bidwill Total

Equivalent Average homes (600 kWh) 14                    2                 10                    0                       26                      
Retail value of kWh 1,935$           202$          1,351$            12$                  3,500$              
Cost per kWh 0.2231$    
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